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C
ardiovascular disease is the leading
cause of death in the world.1 The
most manifest contributor to cardio-

vascular morbidity and mortality is athero-
sclerosis, a systemic disease affecting arteries,
which can cause clinical complications such
as myocardial infarction and stroke when
atherosclerotic plaques rupture.2 Athero-
sclerosis itself is recognized as a chronic
inflammatory disease with accumulation of
lipids and immune cells in the arterial wall.3

As an alternative to lipid-lowering drugs such
as statins, immunomodulatory treatments
are currently under investigation in multiple
clinical trials, as they have the potential
to diminish the inflammatory component
of atherosclerosis, a fundamental trigger of

plaque rupture.4 A serious drawback of im-
munomodulatory drugs, however, is the pro-
spect of systemic immunosuppression and
other off-target effects. A method to circum-
vent marked side effects is by their encapsu-
lation in, or attachment to, nanoparticles.5,6

Besides limiting side effects, nanoparticles
are also known for enhancing therapeutic
efficacy by increasing drug concentrations
in diseased tissues.7 It has been acknowl-
edged that nanoparticles and macromole-
cules accumulate in certain types of malig-
nancies and at sites of inflammation due
to enhanced vascular permeability.8 While
normal endothelium will not permit the
extravasation of nanoparticles due to tight
endothelial junctions, gaps in endothelial
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ABSTRACT Atherosclerosis is a major cause of global morbidity

and mortality that could benefit from novel targeted therapeutics.

Recent studies have shown efficient and local drug delivery with

nanoparticles, although the nanoparticle targeting mechanism for

atherosclerosis has not yet been fully elucidated. Here we used

in vivo and ex vivo multimodal imaging to examine permeability of

the vessel wall and atherosclerotic plaque accumulation of fluorescently labeled liposomal nanoparticles in a rabbit model. We found a strong correlation

between permeability as established by in vivo dynamic contrast enhanced magnetic resonance imaging and nanoparticle plaque accumulation with

subsequent nanoparticle distribution throughout the vessel wall. These key observations will enable the development of nanotherapeutic strategies for

atherosclerosis.
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junctions at sites of disturbed shear stress facilitate
paracellular extravasation of macromolecules and
nanoparticles.9

We have previously shown that long-circulating
nanoparticles loaded with an anti-inflammatory drug
accumulate within atherosclerotic lesions and induce
local anti-inflammatory effects.10 However, the nano-
particle targeting mechanism in this disease has not
been elucidated.11 The vessel wall of medium- and
large-sized arteries is supplied with nutrients and oxy-
gen through a microvessel network named the vasa
vasorum (Figure 1). Similar to hypoxia-induced angio-
genesis in tumors, this microvessel network surround-
ing arteries expands through angiogenesis and the
formation of new blood vessels as a result of hypoxia
within atherosclerotic lesions.12 These newly formed
vessels are poorly structured and inadequately deli-
neated by endothelial cells, which favors the extrava-
sation of inflammatory cells and lipids and contributes
to further plaque buildup.13 Nanoparticles may accu-
mulate at such sites of dysfunctional and disrupted
endothelium in the same fashion, which is schemati-
cally depicted in Figure 1. In the current study, we set
out to thoroughly investigate nonspecific plaque tar-
geting of long-circulating nanoparticles with a variety
of in vivo and ex vivo imaging methods.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Vivo Imaging of Healthy and Atherosclerotic Rabbits. We
initially investigated differences in overall vessel wall
morphology, permeability, and vasa vasorum in New
Zealand white male rabbits fed a chow diet versus

rabbits with atherosclerotic lesions in the abdominal
aorta induced by both a high-cholesterol diet and
balloon angioplasties. First, we performed in vivo

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) on a clinical 3 T
scanner to examine the mean vessel wall area
(Figure 2a), showing a thickened arterial wall in the
atherosclerotic rabbit, which was quantified on
T2-weighted (T2W) images (P < 0.0001, overview of all
parameters can be found in Table 1 and Supplemen-
tary Figure 1).

Dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE)-MRI is an in vivo

imaging technique that allows quantification of vas-
cular permeability noninvasively, by dynamically
acquiring T1-weighted (T1W) MR images before and
continuously during and after injection of a gadoli-
nium-based contrast agent over a certain time frame.
These data can be used to examine the kinetics of
contrast agent accumulation within a tissue of
interest.15 This technique has matured in the field of
oncology but has only recently been modified to mea-
sure vascular permeability of atherosclerotic plaques.16

For imaging of atherosclerosis, black-blood MRI is a
useful technique to suppress blood flow and signal
from the contrast agent in the arterial lumen in order to
clearly differentiate the arterial wall from blood flow.17

A black-blood DCE-MRI technique has previously been
shown to correlate with the amount of neovessels in
atherosclerosis when imaging a single 3mm thick axial
slice in a single vascular bed.18 Because of the pre-
dominantly heterogeneous nature of atherosclerosis,
with large lipid deposits, inflammatory cells, and en-
dothelial disruption in multiple vascular beds with
dissimilar distribution in multiple areas' and even with-
in the samemodel, single or multiple 3 mm thick slices
will not give an accurate depiction of the overall
permeability of a vascular region of interest. We con-
sequently developed a black-blood 3D DCE-MRI tech-
nique, which has the capacity to quantify permeability

Figure 1. Schematic ofmechanism of proposed nanoparticle targeting in atherosclerosis. The vasa vasorum surrounding the
vessel wall of medium- and large-sized arteries expands and reaches into the plaque in advanced atherosclerosis due to
hypoxia-induced angiogenesis. Long-circulating nanoparticlesmay accumulate in the plaque through the luminal side of the
arterial vessel wall through the dysfunctional endothelial lining (intima), as well as through the dysfunctional neovessels that
sprout from the adventitia (magnified) and are consequently phagocytized locally bymacrophages. Adaptedwith permission
from ref 14. Copyright 2011 Nature Publishing Group.
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over a large vascular region, that is, the entire
infra-renal abdominal aorta of a rabbit.19 From this

sequence, area under the contrast agent concentration
time curves (IAUC) can be calculated, which provide a

Figure 2. Comparison of in vivo and ex vivo imaging of control and atherosclerotic rabbits. (a) Conventional T2W-MRI shows a
thickened arterial wall in rabbits with atherosclerosis; *depicts lumen. (b) Sagittal 3D DCE-MRI images reveal a homogeneous
vessel wall in healthy rabbits, while rabbits with atherosclerosis have several regions of permeability (red), also demonstrated
in the adjoined reformatted images. (c) Coronal T1W delayed enhancement scans allow the quantification of contrast agent
after 12 min. The vessel wall of atherosclerotic rabbits is markedly enhanced; the insets show the axial vessel walls pre- and
postcontrast. (d) Three-dimensional rendered μCT of aortas infused with a lead-based polymer reveal the abundant vasa
vasorum (blue) surrounding the atherosclerotic vessel. The lumen is depicted in red. The insets show a single axial 6 μm thick
slice from which the 3D images were rendered. (e) Staining with Evans Blue dye (EB) demonstrates increased permeability of
en face prepared thoracic aortas of atherosclerotic rabbits compared to healthy rabbits. (f) EB quantified with near-infrared
fluorescence (NIRF) imaging revealed higher EB uptake in the abdominal aorta of atherosclerotic rabbits. (g) Dual-axis
confocal microscopy (DAC) images display the intimal structure of a healthy and an atherosclerotic rabbit. The images are
color coded for the appearance of and H&E stain. The top panel shows methylene blue staining;color coded blue to
approximate hematoxylin, the middle panel indocyanine green;color coded pink to approximate esosin and the bottom
panel is a color-mapped compositewith anH&Eappearance (scale bar 100μm). (h) Histological stainingwith hematoxylin and
eosin and CD-31 for endothelial cells confirms in vivo findings of increased vessel wall thickness and increased micro-
vasculature surrounding the vessel wall, as well as neovessels in the plaque. (i) Transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM) of the
healthy and atherosclerotic vessel wall. Aligned endothelial cells are seen in the healthy vessel wall, with a tight junction
magnified (scale bars 1 and 0.5 μm). In the atherosclerotic vessel wall, large paracellular gaps are seen between endothelial
cells; in addition, a neovessel in the plaque is shown (scale bars 2 μm).
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quantitative measure for the amount of contrast agent
(Gd-DTPA, Magnevist) permeating through the vessel
wall over a certain time period. Sagittal DCE images
and reconstructed coronal IAUC maps are depicted for
the aortas of healthy and atherosclerotic rabbits in
Figure 2b, where a marked difference in IAUC within
the abdominal aorta can be seen for healthy and
atherosclerotic rabbits. The chow-fed rabbits had a
homogeneous vessel wall with minute uptake of
contrast agent, while the abdominal aortas of athero-
sclerotic rabbits were abundant with regions of perme-
ability in a heterogeneous fashion. We quantified the
IAUC 2 min after Gd-DTPA injection from 154 ( 12
contiguous regions of interest (ROI) drawn on the
abdominal aorta on reformatted axial slices, giving a
quantitated measure (P < 0.0001).

After DCE-MRI acquisition was completed, conven-
tional gadolinium contrast enhancement scans were
also acquired. These scans can provide information on
morphological plaque features,20 though they cannot
specify dynamic permeability of the plaque or vessel
wall. As expected, widespread signal enhancement
can be seen throughout the entire abdominal aorta
in atherosclerotic rabbits, compared to minimal signal
enhancement in the chow-fed rabbits (Figure 2c, P =
0.0005).

Ex Vivo Imaging Methods. Next, we sacrificed a differ-
ent set of animals (n = 1 healthy, n = 2 atherosclerosis)
to demonstrate the disparity in extent of vasa vasorum
and neovessels between the abdominal aortas of
healthy and atherosclerotic rabbits. After euthanasia,
a cut was made in the right atrium and the rabbit was
perfused with heparinized saline from the left ventricle
to clear the vasculature of blood. A lead-based polymer
(Microfil MV-122) was then injected into the left ven-
tricle under continuous pressure. The hardening of this
polymer generates a mold of the vasculature and
allows the isolation of the aorta and the vasa vasorum.
Because the lead-based polymer is a potent computed
tomography (CT) contrast agent, it is possible to visua-
lize the arterial lumen and the surrounding vasa vasor-
um supplying the arterial wall. We used the micro-CT
(μCT) imaging data to render three-dimensional
images of the abdominal aortas by reconstructing
continuous 6 μmthick slices over a prolonged segment
(Figure 2d), clearly exposing the difference in vasa

vasorum burden in the atherosclerotic rabbits com-
pared to the healthy rabbit. A single 6 μm thick slice
shows the difference in plaque thickness between the
two aortas, as well as the irregularity of the lumen, and
the extent of vasa vasorum.

To further investigate vascular permeability within
the aortic wall and corroborate in vivo findings ex vivo,
we intravenously injected the dye Evans Blue (EB) in
both chow-fed and atherosclerotic rabbits. EB binds to
albumin and stains sites with enhanced endothelial
permeability. EB is most commonly used to detect a
breakdown of the blood-brain barrier but can also be
used to detect enhanced permeability in athero-
sclerosis.21 A clear difference between the EB-stained
surface areas of en face prepared thoracic aortas of
rabbits fed a chow diet versus thoracic aortas of
atherosclerotic rabbits was observed (Figure 2e, P =
0.033). Due to intrinsic fluorescent properties, EB can
also be visualized with fluorescence imaging, where in
this instance we used an IVIS optical imaging system to
measure differences between healthy and athero-
sclerotic abdominal aortas (Figure 2f, P = 0.02).

To visualize the intima and plaque areas, en face
sections of healthy and atherosclerotic abdominal
aortas were harvested and consequently stained with
0.05% methylene blue and 100 μM indocyanine green
and then washed and subsequently imaged on a
custom-built dual-axis confocal microscope.22�24 The
dual-axis confocal microscope design enables minia-
turization with the potential of in vivo clinical imag-
ing.25�27 Individual frames of Supporting Information
movies S1 and S2 are shown in Figure 2g, where a
regularly structured endothelial lining can be seen in
the healthy abdominal aorta and a cross section of
plaque structure of the atherosclerotic abdominal
aorta can be found.

Representative histological images of a healthy
versus an atherosclerotic rabbit revealed a marked
difference in vessel wall thickness with conventional
hematoxylin and eosin staining, as well as the amount
of vasa vasorummicrovessels that were appreciated in
the adventitia (the outermost connective tissue of
the vessel) and within the plaque of atherosclerotic
rabbits stained with the endothelial cell marker CD-31
(Figure 2h).

Lastly, transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
images of a healthy vessel wall revealed continuous
endothelial cells connected with tight junctions cover-
ing the luminal side of the vessel. In contrast, the
atherosclerotic vessel wall revealed large paracellular
gaps on the luminal side of the vessel wall, as well as a
neovessel inside the cholesterol-filled plaque, of which
examples are shown in Figure 2i.

Nanoparticle Targeting in Atherosclerosis Is Reliant on
Vascular Permeability. After obtaining a general overview
of the distinct difference between aortas of healthy
and atherosclerotic rabbits, we set out to measure the

TABLE 1. Overview of Differences in Imaging Parameters

in Rabbits Fed a Chow Diet versus Rabbits with

Atherosclerosis

modality healthy (SD) atherosclerosis (SD) P value

T2W-MRI (MWA, mm2) 0.09 (0.02) 0.13 (0.05) <0.0001
3D DCE-MRI (IAUC) 1.43 (0.11) 3.79 (0.38) <0.0001
delayed enhancement (%) 34.8 (42.1) 177.8 (84.3) <0.0001
EB (area %) 2.78 (2.3) 12.05 (6.3) =0.033
EB NIRF (�1011) 1.62 (1.63 � 1010) 2.81 (8.2 � 1010) =0.02
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accumulation of nanoparticles in atherosclerotic
lesions over time. All animals were first imaged with
3D DCE-MRI to assess vascular permeability of the
abdominal aortas in vivo, after which the animals were
intravenously injected with long-circulating liposo-
mal nanoparticles. These nanoparticles were pre-
pared by standard lipid film hydration methods
followed by sonication28 and were labeled with the
near-infrared fluorophore Cy7. These Cy7-labeled
liposomal nanoparticles (Cy7-LN) were allowed to
circulate for different lengths of time (0.5, 6, and
24 h), and animals were subsequently sacrificed.
Additionally, as before, animals were injected with
EB 30 min prior to sacrifice. The abdominal aortas
were harvested and consequently imaged with NIRF
imaging. Since Cy7-LN and EB have distinctly different
emission and excitation profiles, we were able to
simultaneously image and consequently quantify
(micro)vessel permeability as well as nanoparticle
uptake (Supplementary Figure 2).

DCE-MRI IAUC was then quantified as mentioned
above and paired with the fluorescent radiant effi-
ciency of Cy7-LN in order to calculate the linear
regression, after dividing the aorta in seven different
regions. The identical ROIs that were used for Cy7-LN
quantification were superimposed on the EB images
and consequently used to model the linear regression,
as well. Representative images of 3DDCE-MRI andNIRF
images of abdominal aortas from rabbits in which
Cy7-LN was allowed to circulate for a 30min are shown
in Figure 3a. There was a strong, positive correlation
between Cy7-LN and IAUC (r2 = 0.58, P = 0.003) after
30 min, similar to the correlation between Cy7-LN and
EB (r2 = 0.8, P < 0.0001) at that time point. The 6 h time
point is presented in Figure 3b, where the abdominal
aorta imaged with 3D DCE-MRI had several distinct
regions of permeability, which visually corresponds to
nanoparticle and EB extravasation in the exact same
regions. Interestingly, the correlation gradually de-
creased after 6 h compared to the half hour time point

Figure 3. Correlation of in vivo 3D DCE-MRI, ex vivo EB, and Cy7-liposomal nanoparticle (Cy7-LN) optical imaging over time.
Sagittal in vivo 3D DCE-MRI IAUC maps of abdominal aortas of rabbits with atherosclerosis, next to the matching ex vivo EB
and Cy7-LN images, together with the resultant linear regression maps at different time points. Correlation of nanoparticle
accumulation with in vivo and ex vivo imaging parameters is excellent after 30 min (a), decreases after 6 h (b), and has no
relation after 24 h (c).
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for both DCE-MRI (r2 = 0.56, P = 0.002) and EB (r2 = 0.47,
P = 0.007) and remained significant. After 24 h, there
still was a visual semblance of Cy7-LN and permeability
measured by MRI and NIRF, though the correlation
between IAUC or EB and Cy7-LN was not significant
for either (r2 = 0.034, P = 0.53; r2 = 0.08, P = 0.33,
respectively), which might indicate that nanoparticles
initially accumulate at sites of enhanced permeability
and subsequently disperse throughout the plaque.
There was a positive correlation between IAUC
and EB, as well, r2 = 0.17, P = 0.008, indicating that
IAUC can serve as an in vivo marker for permeability
(Supplementary Figure 3). In Supplementary Figure 4,
an overview of all abdominal aortas injected at differ-
ent time points is shown. As a control experiment,
healthy rabbits were injected with Cy7-LN, as well,
sacrificed at different time points, and imaged with
NIRF. These images revealed no nanoparticle uptake
(Supplementary Figure 5).

Nanoparticles Disperse Throughout the Plaque over Time.
Figure 1 indicates that nanoparticles can enter the
plaque from the luminal side due to a dysfunctional
endothelium or from microvessels present in the ad-
ventitia that originate from the vasa vasorum. To

further validate how the nanoparticles enter the pla-
que from the lumen, we first investigated intact aortas
with intravascular imaging using a fluorescence fiber-
scope at the same time points as above (0.5, 6, and
24 h). This device was developed from the Spyglass
(Boston Scientific, Boston, MA) fiberscope, which we
converted from a white light device to a wide-field
fluorescence fiberscope;this device has a 1mmouter
diameter and is used clinically as awhite light system. It
was designed as a finder scope to look at superficial
fluorescent signals and to guide the placement of the
miniaturized dual-axis microscope. To comply with the
current filter set of the device, we synthesized and
injected liposomal nanoparticles that were labeled
with LI-800CW, a fluorophore with an emission wave-
length peak of 785 nm. After sacrificing the animals,
the whole aorta was harvested and a fiberscope was
inserted in the aortic arch and advanced down to the
iliac bifurcation. The scope was consequently retracted
to detect signal from the aortic lumen. Signal of
LI-800CW-labeled liposomal nanoparticles was de-
tected throughout the abdominal atherosclerotic aor-
tas (representative images in Supporting Information
movie S3). Representative fluorescence images with

Figure 4. Ex vivo intravascular imaging of healthy and atherosclerotic aortas injected with liposomal nanoparticles imaged
with a fluorescent andwhite light fiberscope using a 785 nm laser system. (a)White light imaging, (b) fluorescence imaging at
785 nm, and (c) pixel intensity mapping reveal pronounced nanoparticle uptake after 24 h in an atherosclerotic abdominal
aorta injected with liposomal nanoparticles compared to control animals.
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their corresponding white light images and a pixel
intensity map are presented in Figure 4a�c. Bright
fluorescence was observed for the atherosclerotic
animals injected with nanoparticles, indicative of lumi-
nal nanoparticle plaque entering, whereminimal fluor-
escent signal was picked up in the control aortas.

To corroborate the above data and to study nano-
particle targeting through the neovessels from the
adventitial side, we additionally injected Cy5.5-labeled
liposomal nanoparticles (Cy5.5-LN) in three athero-
sclerotic rabbits and allowed these to circulate the
same varying durations in order to perform fluores-
cence microscopy on axial aortic sections. Figure 5a
shows a reconstructed fluorescencemicroscopy image
of 30�40 adjacent images acquired at a 20� magnifi-
cation of a 5 μm thick section of the aorta of the rabbit
sacrificed at 30min, with an individual 20� image next
to it. At this time point, the nanoparticles were found to
be confined to microvessels in the adventitia, while in
Figure 5b, at the 6 h time point, it can be seen that
Cy5.5-LN started to extravasate from these microves-
sels and to enter from the luminal side, corroborating
our endoscopy findings. After 24 h (Figure 5c), the
nanoparticles were seen both at the luminal side and at
the vasa vasorum but also diffused throughout the
plaque, giving a plausible explanation for the tem-
poral decrease in correlation when comparing LN
extravasation with both in vivo and ex vivo permeabil-
ity measurements.

An alternative theory for nanoparticle accumulation
at inflammatory sites is that nanoparticles are taken
up by mononuclear cells in the circulation or in the
spleen and consequently migrate to sites of enhanced
permeability such as brain ischemia and myocardial
infarction.29 To this end, we withdrew whole blood
from the Cy7-LN-infused animals, as well, and centri-
fuged it over a histopaque gradient, which separates
whole blood into separate layers of cells (i.e., red blood
cells, serum, and mononuclear cells). Since we did
not see significant association of the fluorescent
label Cy7 with mononuclear cells in this instance
(Supplementary Figure 7), we deem this nanoparticle
targeting mechanism less likely as a possible explana-
tion for the pronounced accumulation of nanoparticles
into plaques, although it might contribute, even
though the targeting would still rely on endothelial
permeability. Similar to other studies with long-
circulating nanoparticles, uptake in the mononuclear
phagocyte system organs such as the liver, spleen, and
bone marrow were observed, which needs to be taken
into consideration when using nanoparticles to deliver
drugs to atherosclerotic plaques.

A better understanding of nanoparticle targeting
principles in atherosclerotic disease is mandatory for
the aimed development of nanoparticle therapeutics.
Here, we first showed the general differences of vessel
wall morphology, permeability, and vasa vasorum in

chow-fed rabbits and rabbits with atherosclerotic le-
sions with a vast variety of imaging methods. More
importantly, and the aim of the current study, we
consequently used both in vivo and ex vivo imaging
methods to demonstrate that nanoparticles extrava-
sate at sites of dysfunctional and disrupted endothe-
lium in advanced atherosclerotic lesions in a rabbit
atherosclerosismodel. These findings are of interest for
two essential reasons. First, long-circulating liposomal
nanoparticles extravasate at atherosclerotic lesions with
enhanced permeability and can therefore be employed
for drug delivery purposes. Second, the technique
3D DCE-MRI can be used as a method to interrogate
vascular permeability over a large vascular bed, conse-
quently giving indication if a specific atherosclerotic
lesion might be amenable to nanoparticle therapy.

It is crucial to take into consideration thedifferences in
vessel wall dimensions between different atherosclerosis

Figure 5. Fluorescence microscopy of nanoparticle accu-
mulation in atherosclerotic lesions at different time points.
(a) Stitched fluorescence microscopy of a 5 μm thick aortic
section of the rabbit sacrificed after 30 min (scale bar
500 μm). Cy5.5 liposomal nanoparticles (red, Cy5 channel)
can be seen confined to the vasculature. The white square
gives a view of the magnification on the right (scale bar
50 μm). (b) After 6 h, nanoparticles start to enter from the
luminal side of the aorta as well as starting to extravasate
from the vasa vasorum. (c) Twenty-four hours later, nano-
particles can be seen at the luminal side, the vasa vasorum,
and dispersed throughout the plaque. *Indicates the lumen
of the vessel. Red = Cy5.5-LN, green = FITC channel
(autofluorescence). Alternative color scheme available as
Supplementary Figure 6.
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models. Although inmouse lesions thepresenceof VEGF-
induced neovessels has been reported,30 this only occurs
at very advanced stages, in large plaques in which
hypoxia becomes relevant.31 This implies that accumula-
tionof PEG-coated long-circulatingnanoparticles is abun-
dant only in plaques with an angiogenically activated
vasa vasorum, which is the case in the rabbit model. In
previous studies, we have shown efficient plaque accu-
mulation in mice with high density lipoprotein nanopar-
ticles, due to the material's natural targeting properties,
unrelated to plaque neovascularization.11,32

Although the aforementioned nonspecific target-
ing occurs in larger neovessel-rich plaques, our data
with long-circulating liposomal nanoparticles are
extrapolatable to long-circulating PEG-functionalized
nanoparticles with similar dimensions, such as PLGA�
PEG-based and other PEG-coated polymeric nano-
particles,33 as well as nanoemulsions.34

The unique combination of novel imaging techni-
ques, the animal model, and nanoparticle labeling

facilitated the present study. The approach could
potentially also be used to evaluate active targeting
with nanoparticles that are functionalized with target-
ing ligands to specific cells within the plaque as the
overall vascular permeability will facilitate the accu-
mulation of nanoparticles in the plaque.35

A further evaluation in regards to, for instance,
optimum nanoparticle size for atherosclerotic plaque
permeation, similar to studies performed in cancer,
would be of benefit to extrapolate these findings for
smaller or larger nanoparticles,36 as well as investigat-
ing other nanoparticle shapes opposed to the spherical
nanoparticles used in this study.37

CONCLUSIONS

Nanoparticle targeting in atherosclerosis is reliant on
endothelial permeability of the vessel wall and vasa
vasorum. Additionally, 3D DCE-MRI can be used as a
predictor for nanoparticle accumulation in advanced
atherosclerotic lesions in preclinical models.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Liposomal nanoparticle Preparation. Long-circulating liposomal

nanoparticles were prepared as follows: 400 μmol of phospho-
lids: 61.5% of 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(DPPC), 33.3% of cholesterol, 5.0% of 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-
3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[methoxy(polyethylene glycol)-2000]
(PEG-DSPE), and 0.2% of DSPE-Cy5.5 or DSPE-Cy7 were dis-
solved in 5 mL of a chloroform/methanol (4:1 v/v) solution
(phospholipids were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids, and
Cy5.5 and Cy7 were obtained from Kerafast Inc.). The phospho-
lipid solution was transferred into a round-bottom flask. A thin
lipid film was then created by removing the solvents using a
rotary evaporator and subsequently dried with a stream of
nitrogen for 1 h. The thin lipid film was hydrated with 10 mL
of warm (70 �C) phosphate buffer saline (PBS) and mixed using
glass beads to form liposomes. The solution was homogenized
on ice for 30 min using an ultrasonic homogenizer (Biologics,
USA). After homogenization, large insoluble aggregates were
removed by centrifugation at 500g for 5 min. Finally, the
solution was sterile filtered through a 0.2 μm pore size mem-
brane inside a biological safety cabinet. The effective diameter,
polydispersity index, and zeta-potential of the liposomal nano-
particles was 123 nm ((2.5), 0.120 ((0.01), and �14.4 meV
((2.5), respectively. Rabbits were injected with liposomal
nanoparticles according to fluorescent dye per body weight
(0.5 μmol dye/kg).

Animal Model and Preparation. Twenty-one male New Zealand
white rabbits were included in this study. Advanced athero-
sclerosis was induced in 16 of 21 rabbits by a well-established
method,28 consisting of a combination of a high cholesterol diet
(0.3% for 2months, 0.15% for 4months, Research Diets Inc.) and
double balloon injuries of the thoracic and abdominal aortas.
The remaining 5 rabbits were fed a standard chow diet and
used as healthy controls. Balloon injury was performed by
introducing a 4F-Fogarty embolectomy catheter (Edwards
Life-Sciences) through a surgically exposed femoral artery,
advancement of the embolectomy balloon into the thoracic
aorta, inflation of the balloon to 2 atm, and three continuous
pullbacks to the iliac bifurcation under fluoroscopic guidance,
while decreasing pressure to avoid the creation of aneurysms.
The femoral artery was subsequently ligated, and balloon injury
was repeated from the contralateral extremity 4 weeks later.
Surgeries were performed under anesthesia with intramuscular
Ketamine (35 mg/kg) and Xylazine (5 mg/kg). Intravenous

injections of Gd-DTPA, nanoparticles, and EBwere administered
through a 22 gauge catheter placed in the marginal ear vein.
Animals were sacrificed with an intravenous overdose of
sodium pentobarbital; a cut in the right atrium was made, and
animals were perfused with heparinized saline through the left
ventricle to clear the vasculature of blood. All animal experi-
ments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee at the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai.

MRI Acquisition. Animals were imaged using a 3 Twhole-body
scanner (Philips Achieva) using a product 8 channel knee coil.
Imaging was performed approximately 6 months after diet
initiation. After scout scans and time-of-flight noncontrast
enhanced angiography to localize the abdominal aorta, a 2D
multislice black-blood sequence was used to quantify athero-
sclerotic burden from the left renal artery to the iliac bifurcation.
Imaging parameters were: repetition time (TR), 2000 ms; echo
time (TE), 40 ms; flip angle, 90�; refocusing flip angle, 120�, echo
train length (ETL), 5; slice thickness, 3 mm; interslice gap,
4.5 mm; in-plane spatial resolution, 0.5 mm2; field of view
(FOV), 120 mm2; 1 signal average; 23 slices; orientation, axial.
Black-blood was obtained using a double inversion recovery
technique. A 3D turbo field echo sequence with motion-sensi-
tized driven equilibrium preparation for black-blood imaging
was used to quantify the uptake of a gadolinium-based contrast
agent (gadopentetate dimeglumine, Magnevist, Bayer Health-
care) from the right renal artery to the iliac bifurcation. Imaging
parameters were as follows: TR, 6.2ms; TE, 2.8ms; flip angle, 20�;
ETL, 80; spatial resolution, 0.6 mm3; FOV, 160 mm2; 20 slices;
orientation, sagittal. This sequence was used before and 10 min
after contrast agent injection to quantify contrast agent accu-
mulation in the vessel wall (acquisition with 6 signal averages).
Before and during contrast agent injection, the same sequence
was used with 3 signal averages (time resolution 32 s) to
perform 3D DCE-MRI.

Imaging Data Analysis. Three-dimensional DCE-MRI data were
analyzed by manually drawing ROIs in axially reformatted
images in OsiriX (Pixmeo) on the outer and inner vessel wall
on contiguous slices from the left renal artery to the iliac
bifurcation. From here, the IAUCwere calculated with a custom-
made program written in Matlab (http://www.mathworks.
com/). The IAUC after 2 min was used as a time point for data
analysis. IAUCwas calculated on a pixel-by-pixel basis. MR signal
intensity over time was normalized to vertebral muscle signal
intensity before the injection of contrast agent. Inner and outer
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vessel wall contours were superimposed to IAUC parametric
maps to calculate the average IAUC in the vessel wall for each
traced axial slice. The aortas were divided into 6 or 7 different
regions according to the length of the aorta. The total IAUC of
each region was divided from the total IAUC of the whole
abdominal aorta.

Evans Blue Experiments. Thirty minutes prior to sacrifice of the
animals, 0.5% of 6 mL of Evans Blue (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO) in 1� PBSwas administered through a 22 gauge catheter in
the marginal ear vein.38 Photographs of the en face prepared
thoracic aortas were taken with a Canon S500 digital camera.

Near-Infrared Fluorescence Imaging. Whole blood was with-
drawn prior to euthanization, of which 4 mL was spun down
over histopaque density gradients 1083 and 1119 (Sigma-
Aldrich) according to a protocol previously described to sepa-
rate mononuclear cells and serum.29 After euthanization, the
thoracic and abdominal aortas were harvested, measured in
length, and imaged with a Xenogen IVIS-200 optical imaging
system. The excitation and emission filter for Evans Blue was set
to 605 and 680 nm with an exposure time of 10 s, binning at 4,
FOV = 22.8 cm. The filters for Cy7 excitation and emission were
set to 745 and 800 nm. NIRF imaging data were analyzed by
placing ROIs of 1 cm height on the excised abdominal aortas
starting at the left renal artery, continuing to the iliac bifurca-
tion, resulting in 6 or 7 ROIs per aorta. The aortas were first
placed on the EB data and were later superimposed for the Cy7
wavelength. The total radiance efficiency [p/s]/[ μW/cm2] was
used for data analysis. The total radiance efficiency of each
region was divided from the total radiance efficiency of the
whole abdominal aorta.

μCT Imaging. In a subset of rabbits (1 healthy and 2 athero-
sclerotic rabbits), after euthanasia and perfusion with hepar-
inized saline, MV-122 (Flow Tech Inc., MA) was injected into the
left ventricle under continuous pressure. After a 30 min waiting
period and hardening of the polymer, the abdominal aortas
were harvested and stored in 4% paraformaldehyde. The
following day, aortas were scanned using a μCT scanner (1172
SkyScan, Belgium) with an isotropic voxel size of 6 μm � 6 μm
(60 kV, 167 μA, 147 ms exposure time per projection, 10
megapixel camera, 12 mm FOV, 512 consecutive projections
per scan). To produce high-contrast, low-noise images, the
projections were averaged five times, and a median filter was
used to prevent speckle noise formation. Seven vertically con-
nected scans were performed to cover the entire length of each
aorta. Approximately 7000 images per sample were recon-
structed from X-ray projections using the back-projection re-
construction algorithm in NRecon software (Skyscan, V1.6.1.1,
SkyScan). Hounsfield unit calibration of images was performed
in CTAn software (CT Analyzer, v.1.6.1, SkyScan, Belgium). After
image density calibration, the separation (image segmentation)
between microfil, lumen, and soft tissues in each scan was
performed using a mean global thresholding procedure. The
threshold value was determined by analyzing the images using
an edge detection algorithm (ImageJ v 1.37, National Institutes
of Health).39,40 The 3D rendering was performed with Mimics
(V17.0, Materialise, MI).

Dual-Axis Confocal Microscopy. This microscope performs rapid
optical sectioning of tissues and produces a 3D volumetric data
set in about 3 min. Each of the 10 samples was imaged twice
(once per tissue side). Methylene blue and indocyanine green
fluorescence signals were acquired simultaneously using the
DAC microscope's two-color imaging capability [utilizing 660
(Coherent CUBE) and 785 nm (Melles Griot) lasers for excitation].
Due to relatively weaker signal levels in the methylene
blue data, 2 � 2 downsampling was used to improve signal-
to-noise of each optical section in the 3D volumetric data set.
Image processing was performed using open-source software
(ImageMagick and AviSynth).

Fiberscope. Intact aortas were imaged using a fluorescence
endoscopy system based on the SpyGlass fiberscope (Boston
Scientific). The fiberscope contains a central imaging bundle
composed of 6600 multimode fibers fused together. These
fibers relay a 70� field of view to cameras on the proximal
detection apparatus (an Andor Luca S EMCCD camera for
fluorescence detection and a Hitachi KP-D20B color camera

for white-light imaging, selectable by a removable 45� mirror).
The fiberscope also incorporates 225 peripheral illumination
fibers which transmit either a white-light LED (for white-light
imaging) or a 785 nm laser (for fluorescence imaging) to the
sample (selectable via electronic switches). The fiberscope was
delivered into the aorta using a 1.8 mm diameter plastic tube
coupled to an aquarium air pump and pressure regulator to
partially insufflate the aorta and improve visibility. Videos were
recorded using Andor SOLIS software (for the EMCCD) and
VideoHome Technology GrabBee (for the color camera, in
conjunction with a StarTech SVID2USB2NS analog video cap-
ture cable). A combination of Matlab, ImageMagick, and Avi-
Synth scripts were used to process the data and generate videos
and still frames.

Fluorescence Microscopy. After NIRF imaging, aortas were cut
into 5 mm thick sections, embedded in OCT or paraffin blocks
(for histology), and stored in �80 �C or at room temperature.
OCT blocks were cut into 5 μm thick sections with a cryotome
andweremounted on amicroscope slide with Vectamount and
sealed. Slides were imaged the following day on a Zeiss
Axioplan 2 fluorescence microscope with a Cy5 filter. The
autofluorescence of the elastic laminae of the vessel wall at
the FITC wavelength was used as an anatomical guide.

Histology. A selection of 5 mm aortic rings from the har-
vested abdominal aortas of control and atherosclerotic rabbits
was placed in 4% paraformaldehyde. Twenty-four hours later,
the rings were embedded in paraffin and cut into sections of
5 μm thickness. The sections were stained with conventional
hematoxylin and eosin or CD-31 staining for endothelial cells
(Dako) according to previous methods.18 The sections were
digitally imaged with a Nikon Eclipse E400 microscope, a Nikon
DS-U1 camera box, and a Nikon DS-5 M camera.

Transmission Electron Microscopy. Aortic rings of 2 mm of ab-
dominal aortas of harvested healthy and atherosclerotic rabbits
were cut below the celiac artery directly after sacrifice and
consequently deposited in 3.0% glutaraldehyde in 0.2 M so-
dium cacodylate as a buffer in pH 7.4. The aortic tissue was
subsequently washed in buffer and treated with osmium tetr-
oxide 1% for 1 h. Afterward, the tissue was dehydrated in
graded steps of ethanol, then cleared with propylene oxide,
and embedded in EMbed 812 (Electron Microscopy Sciences).
Ultrathin sections were cut and mounted on a grid for imaging.
TEM image acquisition was performed with a Hitachi 7650 TEM
operated at 80 kV coupled to a Scientific Instruments and
Applications (SIA) digital camera controlled by Maxim CCD
software.

Statistical Analysis. Data are presented as mean ( standard
deviation. Unpaired student's t tests were used where appro-
priate. For the linear regression analysis of EB, Cy7-LN and DCE-
MRI data, data were matched according to anatomical location.
P values of <0.05 were considered to be statistically significant.
Prism 6 (Graphpad) was used for statistical analysis.
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